Minutes from Community Garden Meeting:

PLEASE BE A GOOD GARDENER AND NEIGHBOR.

DO NOT plant corn or any tall plantings on the garden edges next to your neighbor...this will shade out their plantings.

DO NOT plant closer than 2 FEET from the edge...there will be no room for you or your neighbor to walk into their plots along the edges.

DO NOT plant beyond your stakes next to the roadway...the mower will cut down the weeds along the road and your plants will be gone.

If you find rocks, please put them in the roadway ruts.

DO NOT leave garden equipment at the garden plots unattended...the Community Garden will not be responsible if anything gets stolen.

We need help with setting up the new green water tank next to the small white one. Anyone who is handy and has some scrap lumber will be needed to build a platform – or we can use cement blocks to set it on. Once the platform is ready, we will need help moving the tank.

Garden stakes near the shed and port-a-potty need to be sorted out and used or taken out of the garden.

Everyone will need to clean up any garbage in or near your plots and take it home for their garbage pick-up.

I need a volunteer to bring the hay next to the yellow tank up to the UW kid’s garden to use for mulch this summer.

The revised date for a plot refund will be extended through June 15th in the event of possible excess moisture conditions.

PLEASE REMOVE all string and twine from stakes before the stakes are taken out at the end of the season...it cannot be used again.

GARDEN TILLERS:

JOHN ZELESKE 920-324-3399

JOHN LENZ 920-933-3796

TOM LEWIS 920- 979-3810